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Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is one of the most useful techniques for 
analyzing data in linear algebra. SVD decomposes a rectangular real or complex 
matrix into two orthogonal matrices and one diagonal matrix. In this work we 
introduce a new approach to improve the preciseness of the standard Quantum 
Fourier Transform. The presented Quantum-SVD algorithm is based on the 
singular value decomposition mechanism. While the complexity of the proposed 
scheme is the same as the standard Quantum Fourier Transform, the precision of 
the Quantum-SVD approach is some orders higher. The Quantum-SVD approach 
also exploits the benefits of quantum searching.  
Keywords: singular value decomposition; quantum Fourier transformation; quantum 
searching.  
 
1   Introduction 
Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) is a fundamental transformation in quantum 
information processing6-9,14-16,18-26.  QFT transformation samples the states of the 
input quantum register at equally-spaced angles. Non-uniform QFT transformation 
samples the input states of the quantum register at non-equally-spaced angles, and 
as a result, the QFT coefficients can also contain unevenly sampled angles. QFT 
transformation, using non-uniformly spaced or unequal angle intervals is equivalent 
to the classical QFT transformation, without the limitations of equally spaced 
angle intervals. Non-uniform QFT transformation can be applied to compute the 
equally spaced QFT angle intervals. 
We propose a Quantum-SVD based approach for the computation of Quantum 
Fourier Transformation of non-uniform angles. The proposed Quantum algorithm 
interpolates the non-uniform angles of non-uniformly distributed states in the 
Fourier domain. In the proposed Quantum-SVD approach, first the non-uniform 
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angles are sampled and the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the sampled 
angles is then computed. The left singular vectors corresponding to the singular 
values that are not close to zero are used to interpolate the non-uniform angles at 
all intervals. The quantum states are not sampled at equally spaced intervals; 
hence the non-uniform angles are not necessarily on the unit intervals. 
1.1   Motivation 
The uniformly sampled angles of ordinary QFT can be computed from unevenly 
sampled angles. The non-uniform QFT is the same as the classical QFT 
transformation, however in this case the quantum register is sampled at unequally 
spaced, irregular angle intervals. The non-uniform QFT first applies an ordinary 
QFT transformation on the input quantum register to get the ordinary QFT 
coefficients, on regularly spaced angle intervals. Using the ordinary QFT 
coefficients with regularly spaced angle intervals, the angle-space representation of 
the state of the input quantum register can be interpolated to find the values at 
the desired angle intervals. The interpolation only produces an approximation of 
the coefficients at these angle intervals, the precision of the approximation depends 
on the length of the input quantum register, and the spacing of the angle 
intervals1,2. The non-uniform QFT angle in the interval between two uniform QFT 
angles is approximated by a set of orthogonal vectors, using singular value 
decomposition.  
In Fig. 1.a. we illustrated the uniform equally spaced angle intervals of 
ordinary QFT, and the interval between two uniform QFT angles.   
We show the vectors of 
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 for . In Fig. 1.b. the ordinary, 
equally spaced QFT angles are denoted by grey dots, the non-uniform QFT angle 
in the interval between two uniform QFT angles is denoted by the grey area with 
black dot and dashed arrow. In our Quantum-SVD approach, the non-uniform 
QFT angle in the interval between two uniform QFT angles will be approximated 
by a set of orthogonal vectors. 
0, , 1y N=  -
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Fig. 1. Uniform equally spaced angle intervals of ordinary QFT (a), and a non-uniform QFT angle in 
the interval between two uniform QFT angles (b). 
 
The Quantum-SVD algorithm is a novel approach for the computation of the 
Quantum Fourier Transformation of non-uniformly distributed states. In the 
proposed Quantum-SVD algorithm, the ordinary QFT transformation is applied to 
the scale input quantum register, and then the state of input quantum register is 
scaled according to a small set of vectors. In the final step, the QFT coefficients 
referring to the same angle are combined.   
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections II and III, we discuss the basic 
properties of quantum information processing and QFT, plus the main elements of 
the singular value decomposition based approximation set. In Section IV, we 
present the proposed Quantum-SVD algorithm. In Section V, we analyze the 
precision of the algorithm, and compare the results with classical QFT. Finally, in 
Section VI, we conclude the results.  
1.2   Problem statement 
Before we start to discuss the proposed Quantum-SVD approach, we give the 
classical analogy to Quantum-SVD algorithm by a brief overview. Using the 
classical analogy, in many classical applications the data is sampled on a non-
uniform grid, preferably non-uniformly spaced points in the frequency domain. In 
these cases, we can use a generalization of the DFT known as the non-uniform 
DFT. The non-uniform DFT transformation is very useful in applications, where 
input samples must be taken at irregular intervals1,2.  
The non-uniform DFT transformation allows for more selectively concentrated 
information. The original non-uniform DFT transformation is equal to an 
interpolation, which can be viewed as two serial transformations. In the first one, 
the input data is used to perform a uniform DFT, as a result we get Fourier 
coefficients on a regularly spaced grid. In the second step, the non-uniform DFT 
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transformation uses the computed DFT coefficients, to interpolate the frequency 
representation of the original signal, at the desired frequency nodes1,2.  
In classical non-uniform DFT, for a given discrete signal , 
the result of the non-uniform DFT transform can be expressed as 
,  0, , 1nx n N= -
( )
( )21
0
kfj nN N
n
n
X k x e
p t- --
=
= å , where )0,kf NéÎ ë  for , and 
. In this representation, K is the cardinality of the set of non-
uniform frequencies 
0, , 1k K= -
0, , 1n N=  -
kf , and  is the shift parameter1,2. The shift parameter 
changes the indexing of DFT exponentials. For uniform DTF, 
t
kf  includes uniform 
frequencies  The shift parameter generally can be chosen to1,2 0,,N 1.-
2Nt = , and the input signal  is indexed in interval ( )X k 2, , 2 1.N N- -  
In conclusion, the non-uniform DFT receives frequency information at 
uniformly spaced frequency nodes and the results used to interpolate the desired 
frequency nodes. In the interpolation-phase, the non-uniform DFT only produces 
an approximation of the DFT coefficients at desired frequency nodes1. The 
precision of that approximation will depend on the specific behavior of the function 
being transformed and the spacing of the frequency nodes. 
1.3   Brief overview of quantum information processing  
In this section, we give a brief overview of quantum mechanics, and we introduce 
the basic notations which will be used in the text. In quantum information 
processing, the logical values of classical bits are replaced by state vectors 0  and 
1 , which notation is called Dirac notation. Contrary to classical bits, a qubit y  
can also be in a linear combination of basis vectors  0  and 1 . The state of a 
qubit can be expressed as 0y a b= + 1 , where a  and  are complex 
numbers, which is also called the superposition of the basis vectors, with 
probability amplitudes  and . A qubit 
b
a b y  is a vector in a two-dimensional 
complex space, where the basis vectors 0  and 1  form an orthonormal basis. 
The orthonormal basis {  forms the computational basis, in Fig. 2. we 
illustrate the computational basis for the case probability amplitudes real7.  
}0 , 1
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Fig. 2. Computational basis and general representation of a qubit in superposition state. 
 
The vectors or states 0  and 1  can be expressed in matrix representation by  
1
0
0
é ùê ú= ê úê úë û
 and 
0
1 .
1
é ùê ú= ê úê úë û
 (1) 
If 2a  and 2b  are the probabilities, and the number of possible outputs is 
only two, then for 0y a b= + 1  we have 2 2 1a b+ = , and the norm of 
y  is 2 2 1y a b= + = . The most general transformation that keeps 
constraint of y  is a linear transformation U , that takes unit vectors into unit 
vectors. A unitary transformation can be defined as  where 
, hence the adjoint is equal to the transpose of complex conjugate, and 
I  is the identity matrix7.  
† † ,U U UU I= =
( )† * TU U=
The tensor product will have an important role in our Quantum-SVD 
algorithm, thus we shortly introduce the concept of tensor product. If we have 
complex vector spaces V  and W  of dimensions m  and n , then the tensor 
product of V  is a mn  dimensional vector space.  WÄ
The elements of V  are linear combinations of tensor products WÄ v wÄ , 
and for x , and Î  1 2,v v VÎ  and  1 2,w w WÎ  we obtain, that 
  ( ) ( ) ( ,x v w x v w v x wÄ = Ä = Ä )                  (2) 
( ) ( ) (1 2 1 2 ,v v w v w v w+ Ä = Ä + Ä )                (3) 
and  
( ) ( ) (1 2 1 2 .v w w v w v wÄ + = Ä + Ä )            (4) 
The tensor product is non-commutative, thus the notation preserves the 
ordering7.  
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The linear operator can be defined over the vector spaces. If we have two 
linear operators A  and B , defined on the vector spaces V  and W , then the 
linear operator A  on V  can be defined as BÄ WÄ
( )( ) ,A B v w B wÄ Ä ÄA v=  where v VÎ  and .Ww Î
m
 In matrix 
representation, A  can be expressed as  BÄ
11 1
1
m
m m
A B A B
A B
A B A B
é ùê úê úÄ = ê úê úê úë û

  

, (5) 
where  is an m  matrix, and B  is an n  matrix, hence A  has 
dimension mn .  
A m´
mn
n´ BÄ
´
The state y  of an n-qubit quantum register is a superposition of the 2  
states 
n
0 , 1 , , 2 1 ,n -  thus 
2 1
0
,
n
i
i
iy a
-
=
= å  with amplitudes  constrained 
to 
ia
2 1
2
0
1.
n
i
i
a
-
=
=å  The state of an n-qubit length quantum register is a vector in a 
-dimensional complex vector space, hence if the number of the qubits in the 
quantum register increases linearly, the dimension of the vector space increases 
exponentially7. 
2n
A complex vector space  is a Hilbert space , if there is an inner product V 
y j  with  and ,x y Î  , , ,u v Vj y Î  defined by rules of 
*
,y j j y=  ( ) ,a v b v a u vj j j+ = b+  and 0j j >  if 
0.j ¹   
If we have vectors 0a bj = + 1  and 0c dy = + 1 , then the inner 
product in matrix representation can be expressed as  
* * * * .
c
a b a c b d
d
j y
é ùé ù ê ú= =ê ú ê úë û +ê úë û
 (6) 
 The norm of vector j  can be expressed as j j= j , and the dual of 
the vector j  is denoted by j . The dual is a linear operator from the vector 
space to the complex numbers, defined as7 ( ) .vj j= v  The outer product 
between two vectors j  and y  can be defined as y j , satisfying 
( ) vy j y j= v . The matrix of the outer product y j  is obtained by 
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usual matrix multiplication of a column matrix by a row matrix, however the 
matrix multiplication can be replaced by tensor product, since: 
.j y j y= Ä  (7) 
If we have vectors 0a bj = + 1  and 0c dy = + 1 , the outer 
product in matrix representation can be expressed as7  
* *
* *
* *
.
a ac
c d
b bc bd
j y ad
é ùé ù ê úé ùê ú= = ê úê úê ú ë û ê úê úë û ë û
 (8) 
In Fig. 3. we illustrated the general model of an n-length quantum register, 
where the   input state iy  is either 0  or 1 , generally. After the application of 
a unitary transformation U  on the input states, the state of the quantum register 
can be given by state vector y .  
1
1
2
n
 U 
 
Fig. 3. General sketch of an n-length quantum register. 
 
The unitary operator U is a 2  matrix, with – in principle, an infinite 
number of possible operators. The result of the measurement of state 
2n ´ n
y  results in 
zeros and ones that form the final result of the quantum computation, based on the 
n-length qubit string stores in the quantum register.  
2   Motivations behind the Quantum Singular Value Approach 
The standard Quantum Fourier Transformation has complexity7 . 
As we show here, the proposed algorithm has the same complexity , 
while the precision of this scheme is higher. The main task of our Quantum-SVD 
algorithm is to find and retain the singular values – retain big coefficients – to 
eliminate the input’s redundancy. To compute coefficient vector has complexity 
( )logN N
( )logN N
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)(LN  approximately, where L denotes the number of the non-zero singular 
values10-14. In general, we use the SVD algorithm where the input has high 
redundancy, thus the condition  is often satisfied.  L N
In our Quantum-SVD approach, we will use quantum searching to achieve more 
precise approximations than using ordinary QFT. The iteration operator of the 
constructed quantum oracles17 acts for ( N )  times on the initial state6,7. Our 
purpose is to find an optimal basis, for which the space generated by basis vectors 
achieves better approximations7,17.  
We present a new method to compute the Quantum Fourier coefficients of non-
uniformly distributed quantum states. In general, any  matrix B, with 
 can be factored into three matrices, the U  orthogonal m  matrix, the 
S diagonal n  matrix, and into an orthogonal n  matrix V . For complex 
matrices, S remains real but U and V become unitary. Unitarity is the complex 
analogue of orthogonality, and then B U , where  is the conjugate 
transpose of V, thus  is the complex analogue of . The columns of U are the 
 eigenvectors and the rows of V are the  eigenvectors. The diagonal 
elements of the S matrix are known as the singular values of B, which are the 
square roots of both the non-zero  and  eigenvalues. 
m n´
†V
n´
n´ n´
TV
B
†SV
TB
.B
=
TB
†V
m n³
TBB
TBB
In the proposed Quantum-SVD algorithm, we can process long input sequences 
at one time, while in classical systems this must be divided into many small 
sections on which SVD algorithms act sequentially. The Quantum-SVD algorithm 
involves expansion of the original data in an orthogonal basis  
2
2 ,
i jk
ij ik jk ik
k k
v= =å å k jk ik
k
x b u s v c e
p
= å  (9) 
thus the normalized vector with unit length is 
2
2
i jk
kv e
p
= . The Quantum-SVD 
algorithm generates the matrix equation .  Even though TX USV=
2
2 ,  0, , 1-
i jk
k K
pì üï ïï ï= =í ýï ïï ïï ïî þ
kv e  is an orthonormal basis, set {  is not 
orthogonal in general3,2.  
}ku
The Quantum-SVD algorithm has conservation property, thus for any input 
vector x  and for output coefficient b ,  which is identical to 
( ) ( )2 2ibå åix = . Moreover, our Quantum-SVD algorithm reduces 
redundancy and the dimension of the input data sequence as many of its b

 SVD-
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coefficients have values of close to zero. The SVD-coefficients denoted by b

, can 
be discarded without seriously affecting the estimated value of 2x , and the main 
properties of the input data. In the proposed Quantum-SVD algorithm most 
coefficients are close to zero, and can be discarded. The inverse transformation acts 
on the “not close to zero” coefficients, to restore the original data approximately3.  
2.1   Basic notations and operators  
The matrix B columns are n vectors in a complex Hilbert space , is an outer 
product between l-dimensional subspaces 

Í 
Í
 and  The projector 
operator  for an l-dimensional subspace 
.nÍ 
 
Í
 can be expressed as , 
and  for an l-dimensional subspace   
( )*B=P B
( )*P B= B .n
The outer product matrix B between l-dimensional subspaces Í 
i £
 and 
 can be expressed as  nÍ 
*
lB USV= , (10) 
where U  is a unitary matrix whose first l columns { }  are 
orthonormal basis for 
, 1iu Í £ l
 , and V is an n  unitary matrix whose first l columns 
 are an orthonormal basis for ,  while the matrix  
contains the singular values. Using the definition for , we can write1,2,3  
 
n´
{ , 1iv iÍ £ £
*
1
.
l
i i
i
B u v
=
= å
}
Î
l  lS
*
lB USV=
The singular value decomposition  reduces to a sum of l one-
dimensional outer products  If we have a vector u
*
lB USV=
*.i iu v
1
l
i
B
=
= å  , then 
1
,
l
i i
i
u u u u
=
= å  and  
( )*
1 1
l l
i i i i i i
i i
B u v v u u v u u v
= =
= =å å . (11) 
In this case, (  transforms u  to a corresponding vector v . If we have 
 we can perform the inverse map3 from  to 
)*B Î 
  as 
1
l
i i
i
v v u
=
= å .Bv     ,v Î  
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If  then (  first projects u  onto ,u Î  )*B   and then moves to  , using the 
outer products. Similarly, for a general v , B first projects v  onto  and 
then takes it to 
nÎ  
 . The l-dimensional outer product matrix B is a partial distance-
preserving transformation3 between the subspaces ,Í   and  If we 
assume, that , u  and u , then  
.nÍ
,v v ¢ Î  Bv= B¢ v ¢=
* * *
* * ,
u u u u u u u B Bu v B B v
v P v v P v v v v v v v
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢= = = =
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢= = = = = 
¢
}l
 (12) 
where  is an l-dimensional orthogonal projector onto an l-dimensional subspace 
 with an orthonormal basis , consisting of the first l 
columns of V.  
P
nCÍ { ,1niv iÎ £ £
As we can conclude, inner products and a fortiori squared norms and distances3 can 
be preserved. If ,u u ¢ Î  , then ( ) ( )* *B u B u u u¢ = ¢ . Moreover, if ,u u ¢ Î/   
or , then the inner products are not preserved3. ,v v ¢ Î/ 
2.2   Error probability of the QFT based interpolation   
The decomposition of singular values is much more complex than a Hadamard 
transform7, and it lets us perform more effective extraction of data from the input 
than a simple Hadamard rotation. The Quantum Fourier Transform is a unitary 
operation on n qubits can be given by7  
221 2 1
2
0 0
1 1
: ,
2
n
n
i xyi xyN
N
n
y y
QFT x F x e y e y
N
pp- -
= =
= =å å  (13) 
where xy is a “decimal” multiplication of numbers x and y, which numbers are 
represented by quantum registers 1 2 3n n nx x x x x- - -= Ä Ä Ä Ä 0  and 
1 2 3n n ny y y y y- - -= Ä Ä Ä Ä 0 . The effect of transformation F  on the 
basis vectors could be extended to other vectors7. If we know what transformation 
 does to the basis vectors F x , then we can figure out what  does to any other 
vector  
F
( )
0
,
N
i
f x x
=
å  (14) 
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where ( ) 1 1 .
2n
f x
N
= =  The effect of transformation F  on the basis vectors can 
be extended to other vectors. Let assume, we have an input vector ( )1
0
,
N
x
f x x
-
=
å  
and we apply the singular value decomposition transformation  to it, thus  F
( ) ( ) ( )
21 1 1 1
0 0 0 0
1
.
i xyN N N N
N
x x y x
F f x x f x F x f x e y
N
p- - - -
= = = =
æ ö÷ç ÷ç = =÷ç ÷ç ÷çè øå å å å  (15) 
From this decomposition formula the  component of thy QFT x  is 
( ) ( )
21
0
1
.
i xyN
N
y
x
F f f x e
N
p-
=
= å  (16) 
In the quantum decomposition transform for the  input state thi ix  we want 
to calculate ( ) ( )
21
0
1
,
ii x yN
N
i i
y
F x f x e y
N
p-
=
= å  where 
2
2
ii
n
i x yi x y
N e
pp
=
2
e  is a periodic 
function in xy, with period    2 .n N=
We can define  as the inverse transformation7 of QFT, where the only 
difference is in the change of the sign in front of the imaginary unit i:  
1F-
22 1
1 2
0
1
.
2
n
n
i xy
n
y
F x e y
p- --
=
= å  (17) 
Let’s introduce the notation 
2n
yq =  for input state. The probability that 
measurement results in outcome 'y  is therefore 
( )
( ) ( )
2 22 '2 1 2 1
2 ' 22
'
0 0
1 1
2 2
n n
n
n
i x y y
i x y
y n n
x x
p f x e e
p
p q
-- - -
= =
= =å å , (18) 
where ( ) 1 1
2n
f x
N
= =  for each  However, in general we 
cannot assume that q  has this special form, thus let assume that 
{0, ,2 1 .ny ¢ Î - }
2n
yq ¹  , so 
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( )2 ' 2 1,ni ye p q- ¹  for every integer  In the case ' .y
2n
yq = , once we know  
we know  as well, because in this special case 
' ,y y=
q .
2n
yq =  
The inverse Quantum Fourier transform7 gives us the inner product between 
the input state 
2
2 1
0
n
x
-
=
å 21
2
n
xy
i
y n
e x
p
y =  and the orthogonal bases 
'
2
2 1 2
'
0
1
2n
n n
xy
i
y
x
e x
p
y
-
=
= å - for each , thus  { }0, ,2 1nÎ y ¢
( )'
2
2 1 2
'
0
n n
x y y
i
y y
x
e x
p
y y
-
-
=
å . (19) 1
2n
=
Using the geometric series formula  
1
0
1
1
n n
k
k
x
x
x
-
=
-= -å  for , and 
 along with that  for any integer l, we obtain  
1x ¹
2i lp
1
0
1
n
k
k
-
=
=å 1e = ' 1j jn y y =  
if , and 0 otherwise. In this case the set of input states 'y y=
{ }0 1y y 2 1, , , my -  is indeed orthonormal7. However, if we use the formula for 
the geometric series 
1
0
1
1
n n
k
k
x
x
x
-
=
-= -å  again in the case of ( )
2 ' 2
1,
i y
e
p q- ¹n  for 
every integer and for , then  ',y 1x ¹
( )
( )
2
2 2 '
' 2 2 ' 2
1 1
.
2 1
n
n
i y
y n i y
e
p
e
p q
p q
-
-
-=
-
 (20) 
The probability  is large, for values of  that satisfy 'yp 'y ' 2 ,
ny q»  and small 
otherwise1,4. 
The error produced by the proposed Quantum-SVD method is some orders 
lower than error produced with the interpolation approach. Our Quantum-SVD 
algorithm is based on singular value decomposition, and in comparison with the 
Quantum Fourier interpolation approach, it has a lower computational complexity. 
The Quantum-SVD approach provides advantages in terms of computational 
structure, based on QFT and multiplications.  
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3   Quantum-SVD based Approximation   
Let assume we have {  a set of n vectors in an l-dimensional 
subspace 
,1i i ny £ £
  of a Hilbert space  The vectors  form a tight approximation 
set4,6-7 for 
. iy
 , if there exists a constant  such that 0b > 2 22
1
,
n
i
i
x xy b
=
=å  
for all .x Î    
If  the approximation vector6-7 is normalized, otherwise it is -scaled. 
The vectors 
1b = b
iy  form an approximation set3,4 for  , if there exist constants 
 and  such that 0a > b < ¥ 2 2 22 2
1
,
n
i
i
x x xa y b
=
£ £å .Î for all x   
The lower bound 22a x  ensures that the vectors iy  span  , thus  If 
, then the right hand inequality is always satisfied with 
.n l³
n < ¥ 2
1
i ib y ,
n
i=
= å y  
thus any finite set of vectors that spans   is an approximation set4,6--7 for  , and 
any basis for   is an approximation for  .   
In our method we use the fact that any orthonormal basis for   is a 
normalized approximation vector set for , however there also exists tight 
approximation vectors for 
 
  with l , which are necessarily not linearly 
independent4.  
n<
The redundancy of the tight approximation vector set is defined as ,n lr =  
since4 
2 22 * *
1 1 1 1
.
n n n n
i i i i i
i i i i
x x x x x x xy b y y y y y y
= = = =
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= = = = ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè øå å å å i i x  
Using that 2 2
1
n
i
i
x y b
=
=å 2x Î  holds for allx , we can write that  
2
1
,
n
i i
i
Py y b
=
=å   where , and matrix M is a measurement matrix3 
with n columns in  for states in the subspace 
*P MM=
 Í  . When the vectors 
iy Î   satisfy 2i i Pb=
1
n
i
y y
=
å  , then 
1
i ix y y
=
ån
i
x
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè ø
 implies that 
2 2
1
n
i
i
x y b
=
=å 2x Î is satisfied for all x  . Thus a set of n vectors iy Î   
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forms a tight approximation set for  if and only if the vectors satisfy1,4 equation  
2
1
n
i i
i
Py y b
=
=å   for some  0.b >
Comparing 2Pb=
1
n
i i
i
y y
=
å   and  we conclude that a set of 
vectors 
*MM P= 
iy Î   forms a -scaled tight approximation set6-7 for b   if the scaled 
vectors  are the measurement vectors of a rank-one positive operator-valued 
(POVM) measurement3,7 on . The vectors 
1
ib y-
  iy Î   form a normalized tight 
approximation3,6-7 for   if they are measurement vectors of a rank-one POVM on 
.   
Using this relationship between rank-one quantum measurements and tight 
approximation set, we can define approximation matrices in analogy to the 
measurement matrices3,7 of quantum mechanics. 
3.1   Mathematical background 
Using the singular value decomposition of matrix B, we can write that 
 where  is the l-dimensional matrix of singular values. If k n , 
then B has at least as many rows as columns, and we construct orthogonal matrix 
 by extending the I identity matrix along the diagonal, thus  The 
left and right unitary matrices in the SVD of matrix B and orthogonal matrix B  
are the same, and are equal to U and V. If k=n, then S  and 
 Finally, if k<n, we first replace the left unitary matrix U  by 
, and thus replace k by k  then U  is an n  unitary matrix whose first l 
columns are the 
*,lB USV=
B
nB UI V=
U
lS
*
³
*.V

nI
lB US=
n =
* .UV=
,n=  n´
  basis, where we append n-k zeros3,4,5 to each basis vector  .iu
In the QFT algorithm each non-uniform angle 
2n
yq ¹  is obtained by 
interpolating the orthogonal 
2n
yq =  coefficients in the neighborhood of the 
considered non-uniform angle7. In our Quantum-SVD based approach, each non-
uniform angle 
2n
yq ¹   in the interval between two uniform angles 
2n
yq =  is 
approximated by a small set of orthogonal vectors. We use the fact, that all non-
uniform angles can be obtained by modulating a non-uniform angle of a single 
interval1,2,3.  
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The main steps of our Quantum-SVD based algorithm are: 
1. The input quantum register is scaled by a quantum oracle17 according to a 
small set of vectors1-4,10-13.  
2. The quantum register is transformed by Quantum Fourier 
Transformation15-17,22-26.  
3. By defining a quantum oracle7,17, the Quantum Fourier coefficients are 
linearly combined, in analogy with the interpolation techniques.   
3.2   Construction of quantum approximation matrices  
Using SVD, the approximation matrix B of a -scaled tight approximation for an 
l-dimensional subspace 
b
Í   may be expressed as , where U is a 
unitary matrix whose first l columns {  are an orthonormal basis for 
( *lB USVb=
}l
)
,1iu i£ £
,  while  is an n  unitary matrix whose first l columns { }  are 
an orthonormal basis for , and  is the singular value matrix. The matrix B can 
be expressed as  The approximation matrix B of a -scaled tight 
approximation is an outer product, if restricted to  and scaled by  and the 
columns of matrix B are n vectors in H, represents an orthogonal basis for U  iff its 
rank4 is n.  
 n

*
1
.
l
i i
i
ub
=
å
´
B =
,1i
b
v i£ £
1,b-
l
lS
v

B is an orthogonal approximation matrix if its rank is n, thus  
and , and all vectors have squared norm  Suppose we have a 
given approximation matrix B in 
( )*lB USVb=
( )* 2 nB B Ib= 2.b
 . We can give a concrete construction of an 
orthogonal approximation matrix  in B Ê   such that P B   .B=
Consider we have approximation vector set 
{ 1 1 10 1 ,y a b= + }2 2 20 1 , , 0 1N N Ny a b y a b= + = + , then 
the approximation matrix is  
1 2
1 2
.N
N
B
a a a
b b b
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= ÷ç ÷÷çè ø

  (21) 
The matrix B is an approximation matrix of a tight approximation set, since 
 To construct an orthogonal approximation matrix  such that 
 we use the singular value decomposition  We express B as 
 and let  and  denote the columns of U and V  respectively4. 
( )* 2.B B I=
,P B B=
*,B USV=
B
*.B USV=
iu iv
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 
Assume that  is finite dimensional, and  If k , then B  has at 
least as many rows as columns, while if  k<n matrix B has more columns than 
rows.  
 dim .k = 
1
n
i i
i
B
=
= å
n³
vWe define the orthogonal matrix B  as , then *u Ì 

 is the n-
dimensional subspace spanned by {  The projection of B  onto }.u i n£ £,1i   
is3  
* *
1 1
.
m n
j j i i
j i
P B u v u v
= =
= =å å *
1
m
i i
i
u v B
=
å =  (22) 
The columns of B  are orthonormal, since 
*( )* * *
1 1 1
.
m n n
j j i i i
j i i
B B u u v v v I
= = =
=å å å  i n=v=  If k<n, we insert   in an n-
dimensional space   in an expanded complex Hilbert space , and let 
 be an orthonormal basis for 
É 
{ },1iu i£ £ .n   of which the first m vectors are 
the  -basis5. Then we can use  in place of  iu .iu
1
Ti
FT-éê
4   Description of Quantum-SVD Approximation  
The proposed Quantum-SVD algorithm consists of four main steps1-4,10-13,16,17: 
(1) Computing the interpolation coefficients using Quantum Fourier 
Transformation as l LP Q U
ùú( )1 0l s= ê úë ûE
U

1
T
QFT-ë ûE

 for l=2i, and 
l L
ùúú  for l=2i-1, using quantum oracle
17 
ΟPrecomp. , where lP  is a real lK M
( )1 0 il sé= ¡êê  0 1P
é ù´ë û  matrix, which combines the column 
vectors of LU  to get the best approximation10-13 of ,0lE  (Following the 
notations of Refs. [10], [12], [13]). Matrix ,0lE  refers to randomly distributed 
angles in )0,1 2éêë . Operator 1 0s   defines circular shift unitary operation, and 
0 1¡   is a complex conjugation only if the result of QFT transform  
is a real vector. Matrix LU  denotes the first L columns of matrix U , and 
L L LU S V . The operator ¡  acts as a complex conjugation only if it 
is applied to the Quantum Fourier transform of a real vector1-4,10-13,16, thus 
1
lQFT
- E
1QFT- E 0 =
    17 
 
1QFT-   is real if ( )0, 0é ù⋅ =ë û  . We also introduce the operator 
0 0 .i= -E
i=D  
s s é ùë û   Following [10-14], we define the row vector 
( )0,é ù⋅ë û  of size K, the column vector X  of size K representing the 
non-unitary QFT transformation of the state of the input quantum register x 
results1,2 X x x x  † †= =  † 0.+E D
D =

(2) Computing L scaling1-4,10-13 using 
quantum oracle17 ΟScale , where ( )diag x  is a matrix having x as main diagonal, 
and 1 LQFT U
-  is the inverse QFT transformed vectors10-13 of LU .  
( ) ( ) 1 ,Ldiag x W diag x QFT U-=
(3) Calculating N L´  scalar products ,QFTDQ  using Quantum Fourier 
Transformation and quantum oracle17 
=
Ο  .Outer prod , where 
1
LU  ( )x QFT
( )lX 
.
† †= = E
D =
diagD = -
=
(4) Computing the output † 0X x x x+ D  of the input quantum register 
x, by interpolating the scalar products1-4,10-13 ,QFT  by i  for 
l=2i, and Tl iPQ-  for l=2i-1 using quantum oracle Ο .Interpol , where iQ  is 
the i-th row of ,QFTQ  and 1
T
l LP Q U
ùú
= D
F -éê
Q
( )1 0 il s
( ) †l lX PQ 
Tê úë ûE
  for l=2i, and 
1
T
L
  for l=2i-1. ( )1 0s 0 1P = ¡ il lQFT U-é ùê úê úë ûE
In Fig. 4. we illustrate the main steps of the Quantum-SVD approach:  

Precomp.Ο ScaleΟ .Outer prodΟ .InterpolΟ
1QFT  1QFT  QFT
In
pu
t
Q
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nt
um
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is
te
r
O
ut
pu
t
x X
 
 
Fig. 4. Decomposition of the Quantum-SVD algorithm. 
   
To apply the Quantum-SVD algorithm we use the quantum search algorithm7,17 to 
obtain the results of the multiplications, decompositions, inner and outer products, 
and the QFT transformation.  
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4.1   Implementation of quantum searching  
The general unitary iteration G  of quantum search algorithm7,17 can be given by   
( )( ) ( )† †2 ,L C F CG I U O Oy y= - LO U  (23) 
where  is the unitary quantum loading operation,  is the matching oracle, 
while  is the judge function oracle7,17.  
LU
FO
CO
The output of   is 1 if output of  satisfies the given condition, otherwise 
 The quantum state 
FO CO
0.FO = y  contains all the index states 
1
0
1
,
N
i
i
N
y
-
=
= å  
where i  is the i-th index state in the quantum register7. The iteration operator 
 acts for G ( )N  times on initial state 1
0
1
0 ,
N
i
i
N
-
=
å  where the state i  is in 
quantum register A, while the initial state 0  is in quantum register B. Thus, we 
have to apply the iteration operator G  for ( N )  times to find the optimal 
solution7.  
The quantum search algorithm has complexity ( N ) , and we can use it to 
search for an element with a unique index  in a list of N unsorted elements7. In 
quantum searching, the records use a superposition index state 
0i
1
0
1 N
i
i
N
-
=
å   to find 
index  of database record  where  is the answer that we have searched for7. 0i 0 ,ir 0ir
4.2   Computing basic Fourier coefficients  
We consider an N  matrix , whose columns are non-uniform QFT 
exponentials, where K is the cardinality of the set of non-uniform angles1-4,10-13. 
Thus, the elements of matrix  are  
K´ 
)( ,n k
( ) ( )
( )
2 2 2 22, ,
l
k k
n
y
i i n N iNn k e e e
fp e p p q
æ ö÷ç ÷+ç ÷ -ç ÷çè ø= = =  (24) 
where  and  The non-uniform angle set  is 
partitioned in 2  subsets corresponding to contiguous angle intervals10-13  
0n N= -
N
1, 1.0k K= - kq
( ) )1,2 2 2lk l lf éÎ +êë , (25) 
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-where  and whose cardinalities are  The set of non-uniform 
QFT exponentials corresponding to each interval is considered as  
0, ,2 1l N=  .lK
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 22, .
l l
k k ln
k
y
i i n N iN
l n k e e e
fp e p p q
æ ö÷ç ÷+ç ÷ -ç ÷çè ø= = =  (26) 
Following [10-14], the matrix  for even l could be obtained by modulating the 
column vectors of a non-uniform Quantum-Fourier matrix referred to a suitable set 
of angles 
l
)0,1 2kf éÎ êë , which will be represented as  For odd l,  could be 
obtained from a non-uniform QFT matrix, whose angles refer to 
,0.l l
)1 2, 0kf éÎ -êë , 
which can also be obtained by conjugating10-13 a suitable matrix   ,0.l
The modulation can be converted in circular shift by passing in the Quantum 
Fourier domain4,10-14 by , for l=2i, and 
 for l=2i-1. Each matrix  refers to 
randomly distributed angles in range 
( ) ( ) 11 0 ,01 iil lQFT QFTs - -= -E E 
1 *
,0 1 0,l NFTs s- -E ( ) ( )1 01 iil QFT Q-= -E ,0lE
)0,1 2 ,éêë  thus in order to find a single basis 
for the column vectors of all matrices , we consider a generic matrix1-4,10-13 .  ,0lE 0
The singular values decay exponentially, thus we could consider a reduced 
number L of singular values1-4,10-13 and neglect the others by: 
1
0 ,
T
L L LB QFT U S V
-= E   (27) 
where  and  are constituted by the first L columns of U and V, and  is a 
square matrix constituted by the first L rows and columns of S.  
LU LV LS
Fig. 5. illustrates the entries of transformation , the column 
vectors are correlated, and the entries have small rank.  
1
0B QFT
-= E
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Afte
 are very correlated, and the rank becom
4.3
nstruct 
T -0.1
-0.3
-0.4
 Transf non
r the inverse QFT transformation it can be concluded, that the entries 
B QFT= es small.  
   Oracle-based Approximation of Quantum Fourier coefficients 
We co oracle ΟPrecomp.  to compute matrix lP ,  using the orthogonal 
columns of matrix U get 0
Ti
l LQFT U
é ùú
1
0
- E
L  we ( )1lP s= ê 1-ê úë ûE  , for 2 ,l i=  and 
( ) 10 1 1 0 Til l LP QFT Us - ùúê úë ûE    for  2 1.l i= -   
The column vectors of each
é= ¡ê
 lE

 are approximated by linearly combining the 
 through the rows of matrix 
, and the he
 deno
 the computation
putational complexity 
 of calculating 
the 
columns of ( )1 0 LQFT Us  , or (QFTi-
ΟPrecom
p.  could be given by the 
)1 0 0 1i LUs - ¡ 
parallel circuit
1 ,multt
computational cost 
.lP  The oracle ΟPrecomp.  is a simple running time of t  
oracle ΟPrecomp.  can be regarded as few times of multiplications, which is ted 
by multt . The addition is more fast than the multiplication, thus al 
complexity of oracle  is ( )  where the comp.
of ΟPrecom ( )logN N
interpolation coefficients, which consists of inverse Quantum Fourier 
transforms and interpolation7.  
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er t  where matrix
.  
y the inverse 
, 
, 
where 
be c
transforms
onstruct or  of the column 
vectors of  produ e matrix , we design a simple quantum circuit 
e ducts  where each row of  will be 
headed by 
4.4   Oracle for computing scaling 
In ord o compute the output † †X x x= = +E    
contains the non-uniform QFT exponentials. We construct oracle7,17  ale  to 
calculate the scalar product between x and the columns of ( )1 0 i LQFT Us -  and 
( ) (1 0QFT s -
†
0,xD
ΟSc
)0 1i LU¡ 
Following the notations of [10-14], firstly, x must be scaled b
Quantum Fourier transformed vectors of U , so we construct L
and ( ) 1 ,Ldiag x FT U-D = =W  where ( )diag x  is a matrix with x as 
main diagonal3. The oracle ΟScale   can be constructed by a simple quantum circuit, 
and the running time of the oracle ΟScale  can rded as few times of 
multiplications7,17. The computational complexity of oracle ΟScale  is 
1
LQFT U
-=W
( )1 .multt
( ) 1x Q -
1-4
uantum Fou
( )diag x Q
omputed in a very efficient way. The 
be given by the computational cost of
 cost 
 be rega
 of in
multt  denotes times of multiplications, since the LFT UD =  can 
computational complexity of ΟScale  could 
 calculating the scaling ,10-13 (using the 
quantum oracle ΟScale ) and the )log verse Q rier 
1,2,4. 
4.5   Oracle for computing outer products and interpolation 
We c acle Ο  .Outer prod  to compute the QFT transforms
diag
(N N
D
iQ
ce. To comput
N L  scalar pro
. The computational com
Q
lexity of 
to compute th ´ ,QFT= DQ
p Ο
Q
 .prod
complexity
Outer
standard QFT 
 could be e 
 3,4,10-14.  
uct between th  matrix and a 
ctor of size L, thus i  for i
 time 
ven by the cost of interpolation -
 given by th
computational cost ( )logN N  of the
Finally, we construct oracle Ο .Interpol  to compute ( ) †l lX x= E  . The oracle 
Ο  first computes the inner prod.Interpol
column ve
e lK L´
, and ( )X( )l lX PQ  † 2l i= Tl lP -
the
Q  for 
2 1l i= - . The oracle Ο .rpol  is a parallel quantum circuit, and Inte
complexity of the inner products can be gi 1 4,10-13. 
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a
cost f calculating r transforms6. 
5  
decomposition gorithm (see Fig. 4), the Quantum-SVD 
tational complexity
The computation l complexity of Ο .Interpol  could be given by the computational 
( )logN N  o
 Results 
to the 
algorithm has compu
Quantum Fourie
of the al
 
5.1   Computational complexity  
According 
( ) ( )2 4 lo 2 log ,KLN LN LN N N
N
æ ö÷ç ÷ »ç ÷ç ÷è ø     (28) gN+ +
where K is the cardinality1-4,10-13 of the set of non-uniform angles1-4,10-13.  
 The first term 2LN  derives from ( ) ( ) 1 ,Ldiag x W diag x QFT U-D = =  
where L products between a real and complex vector of size N are computed, it 
implies the 2LN  time1-4,10-13.  
  derives from the Qua tum Fourier Transf
 
n orms The term 
QFT= D . 
4 logLN N
Q
The term 2 KLN
N
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø  derives from the computation of ( )
†
l l iX PQ
   for l=2i, 
and ( )l lX P 
Using analogous co
results in 
TQ-i  for l=2i-1. 
nsiderations for QFT based interpolating techniques10-13 it 
( ) ( )8 log 4 log ,KN N N LN N N
N
læ ö÷ç+ + ÷ »ç ÷ç ÷è ø   (29) 
where the factor  is the effectiveness parameter10-13, which takes into account 
that, the same L, the SVD-based approach performs more precise. From 
this result we in factor of 
1l >
 value of 
 get a ga 1.4l » , thus our increment in the precision 
is crement factor10-13 is  21.4 2 dl » » , and the in
2 2log log 1.4 0.24.d l= = »  (30) 
In Fig. 6 we compared the approximation errors of non-uniform quantum 
pproach.  
 
states given by ordinary QFT and the proposed Quantum-SVD a
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It can be concluded that the estimated error of the proposed QF ach 
In this section we demonstrate that um-SVD algo  
precision in comp ison to the standard QFT. Using the proposed scheme an 
2.k +  
 a
 
T appro
becomes some orders lower as the size of L increases. 
5.2   Precision of Quantum-SVD based approximation  
the Quant rithm has better
ar
improved approximation of input angle  can be achieved. In QFT the k bits of 
precision can be achieved if7
For a general input state set, we cannot assume that  has the special form 
q
 n =
q
2n
y , and if 
2n
yq ¹  , then ( )2 ' 2 1,ni ye p q- ¹q =  for ever g
calculate with the error probability e best . In our 
Quantum-SVD algorithm, we can achieve more precision er 
of quantum states n. Using n quantum states in Quantu
applying  states in the QFT algorithm to approxima inimum 
outcom rate to k+2 bits of precision, 
y inte
 possible outp
te 
er ' .y  We have to 
e  and th ut 
, using the same numb
. In QFT m
'y
m-SVD is equivalent to 
n d+
e, which is accu
q
occurs with probability 2p .      4    
Using our Quantum-SVD algorithm’s increment factor  over ordinary QFT, 
the probability of obtaining the best possible 
 d
'y  to approximate 
2n
y
dq +¹  is 
( )2 ' 22 ,ni yie e dp epq + +=  for some real number e  with ( )12 .n de - + +£  Using this 
an approximate 
2n
y
+d  q ¹ in the 3,6,8  form .2n
y
dq e+= +  error threshold, we c
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Assuming that on, a  bound8 on probability 'y  satisfies this equati lower
( )
( )
2
2 2 ' 2n ni yd dp q+ +-
' 2 2
1 1
2 1
ny n
e
p
e
dp q +
-=
-
 can be given.  
Let 
2 'i y-
( ) ( )2 2 ' 2 21 1n ni y ia e ed dp q p ,+ +-= - = -  e and 
( ) ( )2 ' 2 2ni y ib e dp q p e+- 1 1 ,e= -  so that = -
( )
( )
2
2 2
2
' 2 2 2 22
1
1 1
.
2 2 1
ni
y n n i
e
a
p
need a 
 to th
b e
dp e
p e
+ -
= =
-
 (31) 
 To express the lower bound on probability  in the proposed Quantum-SVD 
approach, we lower bound on a and an r bound on b. The ratio of the 
minor arc length e chord length is at most
'yp
 uppe
 2p , since 2 2 ,
2
n
a
dp e p+ £  which 
implies1,2,6,8  
4 2 .a de³  (32)
 the classical QFT algorithm, 
n+  
2 2
,
2
np e £
a
p  and In 4 2na e³ , hence 
( )
( )
2
2 2
2 2 22
.
2
ni
n ib
p e
p e
=  
2
' 2
1
1 1
2 1
y n
e
a
p
e
-
=
-
(33) 
In Fig. 7. we illustrated the lower bound of parameter ‘a’ of classical QFT
our 
 
 and 
Quantum-SVD approach.  
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Fig. 7. Comparison of lower bounds on parameter ‘a’ of classical QFT and quantum-SVD 
algorithms. 
 
Similarly, ( )2 1ib e p e= -  and assuming that the ratio of arc length to chord 
is at least 1 leads to 
2
1
b
p e ³ . The upper bound for b is1,2,8 
2 .b p e£  (34) 
rom the bF ounds for a and b the following result follows:  
2 2 2 2
' 2 2 22
4 2 16 2 21 1
2 22 4
4 4
n n
y n n
p
d d
d
e e
p e p e
+ ⋅³ =
⋅
 2
2
0.4 4 0.4 1. 0.56.dp= > ⋅ » ⋅ »
(35) 
4
As classical QFT transformation, in the quantum-SVD approach we have 
2 ,b p e£ hence we obtain probability  
2 2 216 2 4
ne
In Fig. 8. we illustrated the geometrical
 
' 2 2 2 2 22
4 21 1
0.4.
2 22 4
n
y n n
p
e
pp e p e
³ = = >  (36) 
 picture of classical QFT and our 
Quantum-SVD algorithm on the upper bound of parameter ’b’.  
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Fig. 8. The upper bound on parameter ‘b’ is the same for classical QFT and quantum-SVD 
algorithms.  
 
approximation of th uld be given in th ay. For a given 
value of  we have 
As we can conclude, using the classical QFT algorithm, the probability that 
every single one of the bits is correct is ' 0.4.yp >  In the proposed Quantum-SVD 
approach, the probability, that every single one of the bits is correct is  
d
' 0.4 4 .yp > ⋅  (37) 
 The upper bound on the probability of obtaining inaccurate results in the 
e QFT algorithm co e same w
y ¢ 22 2n
y
ip eæ ¢ç +ç
ie e
dp q +
ö÷÷÷ç ÷è ø=  for error threshold 1 ,
22n d
g e+ £ <  where 
g  is an trary positive number. We have arbi
( ) 21
( )
2 2
2
'
1 1
ni
y
e
a
p
dp e+ -
= = , 
2 2 2 222 2 1
n n ib e p e -
but we use the trivial fact that 2a £  and 4 .b e³  The upper bound on p  is  'y
( ) ( )
2
2
' 2 2 2 2 2 2
21 1 1 4
y n n n
a
p £ = = =
2
1
.
2 2 2 44 4 ge e
 If our assumption is, that the 
error threshold is only 
b
( )2 n de - -³ , then 
( )( ) ( )' 2 2 2 2 2
1 4 1 4 1 1
0.178,
4 1.42 2 16 2 2 4 44 2
y n n nn
p d dd -- -
£ = = » ⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅  » (38) 
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thus 4 1dg = » .4.  It means that the probability of obtaining a highly 
inaccurate result is at most  
1 1
0.178.
4 1.44 4d
= »⋅⋅  (39) 
Implying a larger bound on the error threshold e  results in less accurate 
approximations, and the probability of obtaining the corresponding value of y 
becomes very small. The probability of correctness converges quickly to 1 
exp
r 
bounds on the probability of obtaining inaccurate results, since for a given value of 
onentially as the procedure is repeated.  
 the classical QFT algorithm, we can use the same methods to put uppeIn
2
2 2n
y
i
ie e
p ep q
æ ö¢ ÷ç ÷+ç ÷ç ÷è ø=  for error threshold 1,g e£ <  we get  
22n
( ) ( )' 2 2 2 2
1 4 1 4 1
0.25.
42 2 16 24 2
y n n nn
p --
£ = = =  (40) 
Hence, if we assume, that 2 ne -³ , the probability of obtaining the 
corresponding value of  is at most 0.25, in the classical QFT algorithm.  
In Fig. 9. we compared the ratio of parameters, ‘a’ and ‘b’, for classical QFT, 
and the proposed Quantum-SVD approach. 
 
y ¢
    
 
Fig. 9. Comparison of parameters ‘a’ and ‘b’ for ordinary QFT and Quantum-SVD approach. 
 
 
In Fig. 10. we compared the approximation errors of QFT and Quantum-SVD 
approaches for non-uniform angles.  
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The error of the Quantum-SVD approach is three orders of magnitude lower than 
the approximation error of ordinary QFT method. 
 
6   Conclusions  
The presented Quantum-SVD alg
the Quantum Fourier Transformation of non-uniformly distributed quantum states. 
Comparing the error probabilities for generic matrix with non-uniform an
error given by the Quantum-SVD approach is some orders lower than error given 
by interpolation approach. The pr
singular value decomposition, and has the same complexity as the stand
Quantum Fourier Transform. While, the Quantum-SVD based approach has a 
higher computational cost for the calculation of the projection components, these 
costs simply can be negated by using the power of quantum computation.  
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